
where a much larger number of chain vortices
disappeared (Fig. 4).

If thermal fluctuations excite the oscillations
of chain vortices, the temperature at which the
oscillation begins and the vortex image disap-
pears (Td) must differ depending on the vortex
density, because the vortex density changes the
spring constant of the chain vortices and also the
periodic potential distribution for chain vortices.
When we measured Td as a function of vortex
density or B', we found that the Td values
greatly depended on B' (Fig. 5). For example,
Td was as low as 20 K when B' 5 1.7 mT,
whereas Td was as high as 70 K when B' 5 0.4
mT.

The tendency for Td to decrease when B'

increases can be qualitatively understood as
follows: When B' increases and the spacing
a between vortices becomes narrower, the
amplitude of the potential oscillation shown
in Fig. 3C decreases as a result of the overlap
of each vortex magnetic field. Lowering the
potential barrier will naturally make chain
vortices start oscillating at lower T. The
spring constant k between closer chain vorti-
ces increases, thus making it easier for a more
rigid incommensurate chain of vortices to
slide freely as a whole. This explains why our
experimental results show that Td tends to
decrease as B' increases (Fig. 5).

We expected to be able to detect the direct
indication of the vortex movement at the very
beginning of the oscillation under the assump-
tion that vortex lines move as straight rods;
hence, we attempted to observe the vortex mo-
tion while T gradually increased and crossed Td.
However, the individual vortex images were
gradually blurred, and no sign of vortex move-
ment was detected. As a result, our experiments
cannot rule out the possibility that a chain vortex
line was split into pancake vortices (4) that
oscillated in each layer independently for differ-
ent layers, thus blurring the averaged magnetic
field of the vortex line. Even in this case, the
partial disappearance of vortex images can be
explained because the oscillation of pancake
chain vortices in each layer can have the nodes
fixed by the surrounding straight vortex lines
belonging to the triangular lattices.

The disappearance of the vortex images

may be explained by assuming that the vortex
lines are greatly tilted (7). Indeed, the image
contrast was shown to decrease when vortex
lines were trapped along columnar defects
tilted by 70° (13). However, in the present
experiment we were able to prove that the
observed vortex image disappearance was not
attributable to the vortex-line tilting, because
the vortex images remained invisible even at
a large defocusing distance Df. The image
contrast of tilted vortex lines, which is weak
at a relatively short Df, must become as vis-

ible as that of nontilted vortex lines at greater
Dfs (13). Our experiments cannot rule out the
possibility that the vortex lines do not simply
tilt, but that their magnetic fluxes are some-
how blurred in the chain direction (14).

The above discussion may be too simplified
and may overlook several features of this phe-
nomenon. For example, the adjacent lines of
vortices on both sides of the disappearing vor-
tex chains in Figs. 3A and 4 are not straight;
they are slightly bent in such a way that the
regions of the disappeared chains are wider at
the vortex oscillation and narrower at the oscil-
lation nodes. This may be due to the effect of
the locally violent oscillation of vortices.
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Field-Effect Modulation of the
Conductance of Single

Molecules
Jan Hendrik Schön,* Hong Meng, Zhenan Bao

Field-effect transistors based on two-component self-assembled monolayers of
conjugated and insulating molecules were prepared; the conductance through them
can be varied by more than three orders of magnitude by changing the applied gate
bias. With very small ratios of conjugated to insulating molecules in the two-
component monolayer, devices with only a few “electrically active” molecules can
be achieved. At low temperatures, the peak channel conductance is quantized in
units of 2e2/h (where e is the electron charge and h is Planck’s constant). This
behavior is indicative of transistor action in single molecules. On the basis of such
single-molecule transistors, inverter circuits with gain are demonstrated.

Modern microelectronics and computation
are advancing at an extremely fast rate. At
the heart of this field has been the technol-
ogy of complementary logic metal-oxide
semiconductor (CMOS)– based integrated
circuits. However, fundamental physical

limitations as well as increasingly prohibi-
tive cost associated with fabrication facili-
ties might slow down further miniaturiza-
tion of devices to increase computation
power within the next couple of decades (1,
2). To continue the trend to ever faster and

Fig. 4. Disappearing images of more vortices in
a single chain (T 5 57 K, B' 5 0.8 mT, u 5
80°). We attribute the disappearance of the
vortex images to the synchronous oscillation of
vortices between the node vortices a and b
along the chain direction, just like a coupled
oscillation.

Fig. 5. Disappearance temperature Td versus
magnetic flux density perpendicular to the film
B'. Td decreased greatly as B' increased. This
tendency can be explained by assuming the
movement of chain vortices as being that of a
coupled oscillation of chain vortices situated on
the periodic potential distribution (see Fig. 3C).
When vortices are dense (large B' and small a),
the periodic potential barrier becomes lower as
a result of the overlap of the magnetic fields of
surrounding triangular vortices, and chain vor-
tices can more easily start oscillating at lower
T, thus leading to lower Td.
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cheaper computers, new schemes will be
required. One such approach is toward mo-
lecular devices (3, 4 ), where the idea is that
only a few or even just one molecule could
be used to perform basic electronic func-
tions (5). Previous work has tended to focus
on two-terminal devices: for example, neg-
ative differential resistance (6 ), rectifiers
(7 ), and reconfigurable switching (8).
Three-terminal devices, i.e., transistors,
could offer several advantages for logic
operations compared with two-terminal
switches, the most important of which is
“gain.” As one example of that, an electro-
mechanical amplifier that uses a single C60

molecule has been reported (9). In addition,
field-effect devices based on single nano-
tubes have been demonstrated (10 –14 ).
However, for these devices, the active
channel length was defined by the resolu-
tion of lithography rather than the molecu-
lar scale (15). Here, we report on field-
effect transistor (FET) action, i.e., conduc-
tance modulation through a third electrode,
in devices consisting of only several “elec-
trically active” molecules. The channel
length of 10 to 20 Å is defined by the
thickness of a self-assembled monolayer
(SAM) rather than lithography. Moreover,
the peak conductance at low temperatures
is quantized in units of 2e2/h, indicating
that the conductance of single molecules is
modulated.

We prepared vertical self-assembled mono-
layer field-effect transistors (SAMFETs) (15)

using monolayers of alkanedithiols (e.g., 1,5-
pentanedithiol) mixed with 4,49-biphenyldithiol
or 5,59-terthiophenedithiol (Fig. 1A). The al-
kanedithiol was chosen to have a length similar
to that of the conjugated molecule. A highly
doped Si substrate, which is structured with
conventional lithography and anisotropic etch-
ing to define vertical steps, was used as the gate
electrode. A thin layer of thermally grown
SiO2 was used as a gate insulator. To fab-
ricate a source electrode, we deposited a
gold layer by thermal evaporation. A thiol-
terminated monolayer was then self-assem-
bled on the gold surface. Ellipsometry was
used to confirm that only a monolayer has
been deposited. Finally, the drain electrode
was prepared by shallow angle shadow
evaporation of gold onto a cooled substrate
(;100 K) to avoid damage to the SAM and
form an active contact area of about 0.8 3
0.1 mm2. As the gated conduction in organ-
ic FETs takes place only within 50 Å from
the semiconductor-insulator interface (16 ),
only several thousand molecules will be
probed in such SAMFETs, where the chan-
nel length is defined by the thickness of the
monolayer. No signs of macroscopic phase
separation were observed experimentally in
similar two-component SAMs with data re-
ported in the literature (17–19). We there-
fore assume that the conjugated molecules,
i.e., 4,49-biphenyldithiol or 5,59-terthio-
phenedithiol, are homogeneously and sta-
tistically distributed within the alkanethiol
matrix. However, the possibility of bundles
of conjugated molecules within the SAM
cannot be ruled out completely. Neverthe-
less, the use of two-component SAMs al-
lows us to study transistor action in single
molecules or small bundles of molecules.

Control experiments reveal that samples
consisting of pure alkanedithiol SAMs do
not show any conductance modulation
because of gate bias variation. All the data
shown here are results from 4,49-
biphenyldithiol, even though similar char-
acteristics have been observed for 5,59-
terthiophenedithiol.

The transfer characteristics of the
SAMFETs scale with the ratio of conjugat-
ed to insulating molecules in the two-com-
ponent SAM (Fig. 1B), suggesting that the
properties of individual molecules are re-
sponsible for the conductance modulation
rather than interactions of molecules with
their nearest neighbors. However, it is dif-
ficult to explain the strong conductance
modulation solely on the basis of quantum-
mechanical treatment of simple coherent
transport through a monolayer as first-prin-
ciple calculations indicate a modulation of
more than one order of magnitude for p-
phenylenedithiol (20). However, it is par-
ticularly noteworthy that resonances and
strong modulation have been observed and
studied for single-molecule junctions (21).
Additional effects could include a gate
modulation of the potential distribution
along the channel length, a suppression of
the barrier at the contacts (22–24 ), or a
conformational change of the molecule
(25). At low temperatures (below 200 K),
the transfer characteristics show a well-
pronounced peak of the conductance as a
function of gate voltage (Fig. 2A). Al-
though quite broad, this peak might be
related to resonant electron transfer. How-
ever, more detailed investigations will be
needed to develop a better understanding of
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Fig. 1. (A) SAMFET structure. A highly doped Si substrate is used as the gate electrode, a thermally
grown SiO2 layer acts as gate insulator, the gold source electrode is deposited by thermal
evaporation, and the active semiconducting material is a two-component SAM of alkanedithiols
mixed with 4,49-biphenyldithiol or 5,59-terthiophenedithiol. The drain contact is defined by shallow
angle shadow evaporation of gold. The active region of the device is magnified. (B) Transfer
characteristics at room temperature of two SAMFETs (drain-source voltage of 20.5 V ). The control
corresponds to a “pure” 4,49-biphenyldithiol SAM, whereas the second one is based on a two-
component SAM (4,49-biphenyldithiol to alkanedithiol ratio is 1:100). The inset shows the current
at a gate and drain-source voltage of 20.5 V as a function of the mixture ratio.

 

Fig. 2. (A) Transfer characteristics at 4 K of a
two-component SAMFETs (ratio 1:5000). (B)
Transistor characteristics at 4 K of a two-com-
ponent SAMFETs (ratio 1:5000).
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the microscopic processes underlying the
transistor action (Fig. 2B) in these devices.
For very “dilute” (ratio 1: 5000) two-com-
ponent SAMs, the peak conductance of the
different investigated devices is quantized
in units of 2e2/h (Fig. 3A). Assuming a
homogeneous distribution of the conjugat-
ed molecules in the SAM, we should find
about two molecules in the active area of
the device. However, in some devices, one
or also more than two molecules might
assemble in this region. This is in accor-
dance with the results depicted in Fig. 3A,
assuming that the maximum conductance
through a single molecule is given by 2e2/h.
We found that the value of the gate voltage
leading to the conductance peak can differ

from device to device and is ascribed to
different positions of the active molecule
with respect to the gate insulator. Conse-
quently, the effective field experienced by
the molecule varies for different SAMFETs
depending on its position relative to the
gate insulator (vertical step). The peak con-
ductance quantization is also observed for
two-component SAMs with lower ratios of
alkanedithiols compared with the conjugat-
ed species (Fig. 3B).

These results indicate that the conduc-
tance through a single molecule can be
modulated by the field effect, leading to
transistor action in a single molecule or
small cluster. As the off-current of the
SAMFET is limited by the leakage through
the alkanedithiol matrix, the actual conduc-
tance modulation should be many orders of
magnitude larger than 103, which is ob-
served for the devices reported here. From
the transfer characteristics, a transconduc-
tance (differential change of the drain cur-
rent with the gate voltage for a constant
drain voltage) in the range of 150 mA/V is
estimated for a single molecular SAMFET
at low temperature (4 K), decreasing to
about 10 mA/V at room temperature. One
obvious way of increasing this value would
be to decrease the gate insulator thickness.
The control of placement of single mole-
cules though more complexed self-assem-
bly techniques (26 ) may lead to further
improvements in device performance as
well as simpler device design. Neverthe-
less, a small signal voltage gain, necessary
for amplification, was observed for invert-
ers consisting of two SAMFETs, which
exhibited switching characteristics of one
single molecule in the active channel. Fig-
ure 4 shows the static switching character-
istics of such an inverter circuit, which is a
basic building block for more complex log-
ic circuits. Here, the output switches from
logic “1” (22 V) to logic “0” (0 V) when

the input switches from logic 0 to logic 1. A
gain up to 10 is obtained (see inset in Fig.
4), demonstrating the possibility of switch-
ing and amplification based on single mo-
lecular devices.

Although many challenges remain, the
demonstration of FET action with a single
electroactive molecule can be regarded as
an important step toward “molecular elec-
tronics.” Moreover, the use of two-compo-
nent SAMs will allow the study of gating
effects on various molecules. With molec-
ular heterostructures and molecular wires,
it might be possible to combine the insulat-
ing and semiconducting properties as well
as the contacts within a single molecule or
supramolecular architecture.
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Fig. 3. Histogram of the peak conductance at 4
K of various two-component SAMFETs for a
ratio 1:5000 (A) and 1:500 (B) revealing quan-
tization in units of 2e2/h.
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